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Abstract

Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNs) have drawn increasing attention in recent years and achieved outstanding performance in many tasks. The success of the existing HGNs relies on one fundamental assumption, i.e., the original heterogeneous graph structure is reliable. However, this assumption is usually unrealistic, since the heterogeneous graph in reality is inevitably noisy or incomplete. Therefore, it is vital to learn the heterogeneous graph structure for HGNs rather than rely only on the raw graph structure. In light of this, we make the first attempt towards learning an optimal heterogeneous graph structure for HGNs and propose a novel framework HGSL, which jointly performs Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning and GNN parameter learning for classification. Different from traditional homogeneous graph structure learning, considering the heterogeneity of different relations in heterogeneous graph, HGSL generates each relation subgraph separately. Specifically, in each generated relation subgraph, HGSL not only considers the feature similarity by generating feature similarity graph, but also considers the complex heterogeneous interactions in features and semantics by generating feature propagation graph and semantic graph. Then, these graphs are fused to a learned heterogeneous graph and optimized together with a GNN towards classification objective. Extensive experiments on real-world graphs demonstrate that the proposed framework significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Introduction

Many real-world data can be viewed as graphs, such as bibliographic graphs, citation graphs, and social media graphs. Graph Neural Network (GNN), as a powerful deep representation learning tool to deal with graph data, has drawn increasing attention and is widely applied to node classification (Kipf and Welling 2017; Velickovic et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2019), graph classification (Duvenaud et al. 2015; Lee, Lee, and Kang 2019), and recommendation (Ying et al. 2018; Fan et al. 2019b; Wang et al. 2019a). Recently, with the proliferation of real-world applications on heterogeneous graphs, which consist of multiple types of nodes and links (Shi et al. 2017), Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNNs) are brought forward and have achieved remarkable improvements on series of applications (Wang et al. 2020a; Hu et al. 2019b; Li et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019a; Fan et al. 2019a; Wang et al. 2020b).

Most HGNNs follow a message-passing scheme where the node embedding is learned by aggregating and transforming the embeddings of its original neighbors (Zhang et al. 2019a; Zhao et al. 2020a; Hong et al. 2020) or metapath-based neighbors (Wang et al. 2019b; Yun et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2020; Fu et al. 2020). These methods rely on one fundamental assumption, i.e. the raw heterogeneous graph structure is good. However, as heterogeneous graphs are usually extracted from complex interaction systems by some pre-defined rules, such assumption cannot be always satisfied. One reason is that, these interaction systems inevitably contain some uncertain information or mistakes. Taking a user-item graph built from recommendation as an example, it is well accepted that users may misclick some unwanted items, bringing noisy information to the graph. The other reason is that, the heterogeneous graphs are often extracted with data cleaning, feature extraction and feature transformation by some pre-defined rules, which are usually independent to the downstream tasks and lead to the gap between the extracted graph and the optimal graph structure for the downstream tasks. Therefore, learning an optimal heterogeneous graph for GNN is a fundamental problem.

Recently, to adaptively learn graph structures for GNNs, graph structure learning (GSL) methods (Franceschi et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2019; Chen, Wu, and Zaki 2019; Jin et al. 2020) are proposed, most of which parameterize the adjacency matrix and optimize it along with the GNN parameters toward downstream tasks. However, these methods are all designed for homogeneous graphs, which can not be directly applied to heterogeneous graphs with the following challenges: (1) **The heterogeneity in heterogeneous graphs** When learning a homogeneous graph with only one type of relation, we usually only need to parameterize one adjacency matrix. However, a heterogeneous graph consists of multiple relations, each of which reflects one aspect of the heterogeneous graph. Since treating these heterogeneous relations uniformly will inevitably restrict the capability of graph structure learning. How to deal with this heterogeneity is a challenging problem. (2) **The complex interactions in heterogeneous graphs** Different relations and node fea-
tices have complex interactions, which drives the formation of different kinds of underlying graph structure (Zhang, Swami, and Chawla 2019). Moreover, the combination of different relations further forms a large number of high-order relationships with diverse semantics, which also implies distinct ways of graph generation. The heterogeneous graph structure will be affected by all these factors, therefore, these complex interactions must be thoroughly considered in heterogeneous graph structure learning.

In this paper, we make the first attempt to investigate Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning for graph neural networks, and propose a novel framework HGSL. In HGSL, the heterogeneous graph and the GNN parameters are jointly learned towards better node classification performance. Particularly, in the graph learning part, aiming to capture the heterogeneous metric of different relation generation, each relation subgraph is separately learned. Specifically, for each relation, three types of candidate graphs, i.e. the feature similarity graph, feature propagation graphs and semantic graphs, are generated by mining the complex correlations from heterogeneous node features and graph structures. The learned graphs are further fused to a heterogeneous graph and fed to a GNN. The graph learning parameters and the GNN parameters are jointly optimized towards classification objective. Our major contributions are highlighted as follows:

- A suitable heterogeneous graph structure is one basic guarantee of a successful HGNN. To our best knowledge, we make the first attempt to study how to learn an optimal heterogeneous graph structure for GNN towards down-stream task.
- We propose a novel heterogeneous graph neural network with heterogeneous graph structure learning, where three kinds of graph structures (feature similarity graph, feature propagation graph, semantic graph) are generated, so as to comprehensively fuse an optimal heterogeneous graph for GNN.
- We conduct extensive experiments on three real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of HGSL against the state-of-the-art methods.

Related Work

Graph Neural Network (GNN)

Most of current GNNs can be generally divided into two categories: spectral GNNs and spatial GNNs (Wu et al. 2019b). Specifically, spectral GNNs learn node representation based on graph spectral theory. For example, (Bruna et al. 2014) designs the graph convolution operation in Fourier domain by the graph Laplacian. Then, ChebNet (Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016) utilizes Chebyshev polynomials as the convolution filter to improve the efficiency. GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) simplifies ChebNet by using its first-order approximation. Further, SGC (Wu et al. 2019a) reduces the graph convolution to a linear model and still achieves competitive performance. Spatial GNNs define convolution operations directly on the graph, utilizing spatially close neighbors. For instance, GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018) aggregates neighborhood representations with attention mechanism. GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) performs inductive graph convolution by aggregating information from sampled neighbors. For better efficiency, FastGCN (Chen, Ma, and Xiao 2018) performs importance sampling on each convolution layer. Readers may refer to these elaborate surveys (Zhang, Cui, and Zhu 2018; Wu et al. 2019b) for a thorough review.

Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (HGNN)

HGNNs are proposed to deal with the ubiquitous heterogeneous data. Some HGNNs perform graph convolution directly on the original heterogeneous graphs. HGAT (Hu et al. 2019b) aggregates in node and type level information with attention mechanism for short-text classification. Het-GNN (Zhang et al. 2019a) samples heterogeneous neighbors by random walk and then aggregates node and type information. To solve the metapath selection conundrum, HetSANN (Hong et al. 2020) aggregates multi-relational information of projected nodes by means of attention mechanism. NSHE (Zhao et al. 2020a) preserves the pairwise and network schema structure. HGT (Hu et al. 2020) adopts the meta-relation based mutual attention to perform message passing on heterogeneous graphs and learns the implicit meta paths. Other HGNN methods use metapaths to generate graphs and apply GNN afterwards. GraphInception (Zhang et al. 2018) applies graph convolution on metapaths based homogeneous graphs to perform collective classification. HAN (Wang et al. 2019b) applies node-level and semantic-level attention on metapath-based graphs. GTN (Yun et al. 2019) performs metapath generation via stacking multiple graph transformer layers and perform graph convolution afterwards. MAGNN (Fu et al. 2020) applies intra-metapath and inter-metapath aggregation on metapath instances.

Graph Structure Learning (GSL)

To alleviate the limitation that GNNs rely on the good quality of raw graph structure, several efforts have been made (Zhang et al. 2019b; Zheng et al. 2020; Ye and Ji 2019; Zhao et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020c; Pei et al. 2020). Besides these efforts, very recently, graph structure learning was proposed. GSL methods aim to learn the graph structure and GNN parameters jointly. To illustrate, LDS (Franceschi et al. 2019) models each edge inside the adjacency matrix as a parameter and learns them along with GNN parameters in a bi-level fashion. GLCN (Jiang et al. 2019) generates similarity-based graph structure from node features. IDGL (Chen, Wu, and Zaki 2019) iteratively learns the metrics to generate graph structure from node features and GNN embeddings. ProGNN (Jin et al. 2020) jointly learns GNN parameters and a robust graph structure with graph properties. However, these aforementioned GSL methods are all designed for homogeneous graphs.

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some basic concepts and formalize the problem of heterogeneous graph structure learning.
Definition 1. Heterogeneous Graph A heterogeneous graph $G = (V, E, F)$ is composed of a node set $V$, an edge set $E$, and a feature set $F$, along with the node type mapping function $\phi : V \rightarrow T$, and the edge type mapping function $\psi : E \rightarrow R$, where $T$ and $R$ denotes the node and edge types, $|T| + |R| > 2$. Let $V_t$ denote the node set of type $\tau \in T$, the feature set $F$ is composed of $|T|$ features, $F = \{F_{\tau}, \tau \in T\}$, $F_{\tau} \subset \mathbb{R}^{|V_t| \times d_{\tau}}$, where $V_{\tau}$ stands for all the node with $\tau$ type, $d_{\tau}$ stands for the feature dimension of $\tau$ nodes.

Definition 2. Metapath A metapath $P$ is defined as a path in the form of $v_1 \xrightarrow{r_1} v_2 \xrightarrow{r_2} \ldots \xrightarrow{r_l} v_{l+1}$, which describes a composite relation $r_1 \circ r_2 \circ \ldots \circ r_l$ between two nodes $v_1$ and $v_{l+1}$, where $\circ$ denotes the composition operator on relations.

Definition 3. Node Relation Triple A node relation triple $\langle v_i, r, v_j \rangle$, describes that two nodes $v_i$ (head node) and $v_j$ (tail node) are connected by relation $r \in R$. We further define the type mapping functions $\phi_h, \phi_t : R \rightarrow T$ that map the relation to its head node type and tail node type respectively.

Example: In a user-item heterogeneous graph, say $r = "UI"$ (a user buys an item), then we have $\phi_h(r) = "User"$ and $\phi_t(r) = "Item"$.

Definition 4. Relation Subgraph Given a heterogeneous graph $G = (V, E, F)$, a relation subgraph $G_r$ is a subgraph of $G$ that contains all node-relation triples with relation $r$. The adjacency matrix of $G_r$ is $A_r \in \mathbb{R}^{|V_{\tau_1}||V_{\tau_2}|}$, where $A_r[i, j] = 1$ if $\langle v_i, r, v_j \rangle$ exists in $G_r$, otherwise $A_r[i, j] = 0$. $A$ denotes the relation subgraph set of all the relation subgraphs in $G$, i.e. $A = \{A_r, r \in R\}$.

Definition 5. Heterogeneous Graph Structure Learning (HGSL). Given a heterogeneous graph $G$, the task of heterogeneous graph structure learning is to jointly learn a heterogeneous graph structure, i.e. a new relational subgraph set $A'$, and the parameters of GNN for downstream tasks.

The Proposed Method

Model Framework

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the framework of the proposed HGSL. As we can see, given a heterogeneous graph, HGSL firstly constructs the semantic embedding matrices $Z$ by metapath-based node embeddings from $M$ metapaths. Afterwards, the heterogeneous graph structure and GNN parameters are trained jointly. For the graph learning part, HGSL takes the information from the original relation subgraph, the node features, and the semantic embeddings as input and generates relation subgraphs separately. Specifically, taking relation $r_1$ as an example, HGSL learns a feature graph $S^{FS}_{r_1}^{Feat}$ and a semantic graph $S^{FS}_{r_1}^{Sem}$ and fuse them with the original graph $A_{r_1}$ to obtain the learned relation subgraph $A'_{r_1}$. Then, the learned subgraphs are fed into a GNN and a regularizer to perform node classification with regularization. By minimizing the regularized classification loss, HGSL optimizes the graph structure and the GNN parameters jointly.

Figure 1: Overview of the HGSL framework. (a) Model framework. (b) Feature graph generator. (c) Semantic graph generator.

Feature Graph Generator

Since the original graph may not be optimal for downstream task, a natural idea would be to augment the original graph structure via fully utilizing the rich information inside heterogeneous node features. Usually, there are two factors that affect the formation of graph structure based on features. One is the similarity between node features, and the other is the relationship between node feature and relation in HIN (Wang et al. 2020c). As shown in Figure 1 (b), we first propose to generate a feature similarity graph that captures the potential relationship generated by node features via heterogeneous feature projection and metric learning. Then we propose to generate the feature propagation graph, by propagating feature similarity matrices through topology structure. Finally, the generated feature similarity graph and feature propagation graph are aggregated to a final feature graph through a channel attention layer.

Feature Similarity Graph The feature similarity graph $S^{FS}$ determines the possibility of an edge with type $r \in R$ between two nodes based on node features. Specifically, for each node $v_i$ of type $\phi(v_i)$ with feature vector $f_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_{\phi(v_i)}}$, we adopt a type-specific mapping layer to project the feature $f_i$ to a $d_c$-dimensional common feature $f'_i \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times d_c}$:

$$f'_i = \sigma(f_i \cdot W_{\phi(v_i)} + b_{\phi(v_i)}) \tag{1}$$

where $\sigma(\cdot)$ denotes a non-linear activation function, $W_r \in \mathbb{R}^{d_{\phi(v_i)} \times d_c}$ and $b_r \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times d_c}$ denote the mapping matrix and the bias vector of type $\phi(v_i)$, respectively. Then, for a relation $r$, we perform metric learning on the common features and obtain the learned feature similarity graph $S^{FS}_r \in \mathbb{R}^{|V_{\phi(v_i)}| \times |V_{\phi(v_j)}|}$, where the edge between nodes $v_i$ and $v_j$ is obtained by:

$$S^{FS}_{r[i, j]} = \begin{cases} \Gamma^{FS}_{r}(f'_i, f'_j) & \Gamma^{FS}_{r}(f'_i, f'_j) \geq \epsilon^{FS} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{2}$$

where $\epsilon^{FS} \in [0, 1]$ is the threshold that controls the sparsity of feature similarity graph, and larger $\epsilon^{FS}$ implies a more...
sparse feature similarity graph. $F_r^{FS}$ is a K-head weighted cosine similarity function defined as:

$$
F_r^{FS}(t_i', t_j') = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k} \cos(w_{k,r}^{FS} \odot t_i', w_{k,r}^{FS} \odot t_j'),
$$

where $\odot$ denotes the Hadamard product, and $W_r^{FS} = [w_{k,r}^{FS}]$ is the learnable parameter matrix of $F_r^{FS}$ that weights the importance of different dimensions of the feature vectors. By performing metric learning as in Equation 3 and ruling out edges with little feature similarity by threshold $\epsilon^{FS}$, HGSL learns the candidate feature similarity graph $S_r^{FS}$.

**Feature Propagation Graph** The feature propagation graph is the underlying graph structure generated by the interaction between node features and topology structure. The key insight is that two nodes with similar features may have similar neighbors. Therefore, the process of generating feature propagation graph is two-fold: Firstly, generate the feature similarity graphs, i.e. find the similar nodes; secondly, propagate the feature similarity graph by topological structure to generate new edges, i.e. find the neighbors of the nodes with similar features.

Specifically, for each relation $r$, assume that we have two types of nodes $V_{\phi_h(r)}$ and $V_{\phi_i(r)}$ and the topology structure between them is $A_r \in \mathbb{R}^{[V_{\phi_h(r)}] \times |V_{\phi_i(r)}|}$. For the nodes $v_i, v_j \in V_{\phi_h(r)}$ with the same type $\phi_h(r)$, we can obtain the feature similarity:

$$
S_r^{PH}_{[i,j]} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
F_r^{PH}(f_i, f_j) & \Gamma_r^{PH}(f_i, f_j) \geq \epsilon^{FP} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right.,
$$

where the threshold $\epsilon^{FP}$ controls the sparsity of feature similarity graph $S_r^{PH}$. $\Gamma_r^{PH}$ is the metric learning function in the framework of Equation 3 with different parameters $W_r^{PH}$. Then we can model the head feature propagation graph $S_r^{PH} \in \mathbb{R}^{[V_{\phi_h(r)}] \times |V_{\phi_h(r)}|}$ using $S_r^{PH}$ and $A_r$ as follows:

$$
S_r^{PH} = S_r^{PH} A_r.
$$

As we can see, the feature similarity is propagated through the original graph topological structure and further generates the potential feature propagation graph structure. As for the nodes $V_{\phi_i(r)}$ with the same type $\phi_i(r)$, similar to Eq. 4, we can obtain the corresponding feature similarity graph $S_r^{FT}$ with parameters $W_r^{FT}$. Therefore, the corresponding feature propagation graph $S_r^{FPT}$ can be obtained as follows:

$$
S_r^{FPT} = A_r S_r^{FT}.
$$

Now, we have generated one feature similarity graph $S_r^{FS}$ and two feature propagation graphs $S_r^{PH}$ and $S_r^{FPT}$. The overall feature graph for relation $r$, denoted as $S_r^{Feat} \in \mathbb{R}^{[V_{\phi_h(r)}] \times |V_{\phi_i(r)}|}$, can be obtained by fusing these graphs through a channel attention layer (Yun et al. 2019):

$$
S_r^{Feat} = \Psi_r^{Feat}(S_r^{FS}, S_r^{PH}, S_r^{FPT}),
$$

where $[S_r^{FS}, S_r^{PH}, S_r^{FPT}] \in \mathbb{R}^{[V_{\phi_h(r)}] \times |V_{\phi_i(r)}| \times 3}$ is the stacked matrix of the feature candidate graphs, and $\Psi_r^{Feat}$ denotes a channel attention layer with parameters $W_{\Psi_r^{Feat}} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1 \times 3}$ which performs $1 \times 1$ convolution on the input using softmax($W_{\Psi_r^{Feat}}$). In this way, HGSL balances the importance of each candidate feature graph for each relation $r$ by learning different weights respectively.

**Semantic Graph Generator**

The semantic graph is generated depending on the high-order topology structure in HIN, describing the multi-hop structural interactions between two nodes. Notably, in heterogeneous graphs, these high-order relationships differ from each other with different semantics determined by metapaths. In light of this, we propose to learn semantic graph structures from different semantics.

Given a metapath $P$ with the corresponding relations $r_1 \circ r_2 \circ \cdots \circ r_l$, a straightforward way to generate semantic graph would be fusing the adjacency matrices, i.e. $A_{r_1}, A_{r_2}, \ldots, A_{r_l}$ (Yun et al. 2019). However, this method not only costs large memory with the computation of stacking multiple layers of adjacency matrices, but also discards the intermediate nodes which leads to information loss (Fu et al. 2020).

Alternatively, we propose a semantic graph generator shown in Figure 1 (c). The semantic graph generator generates the potential semantic graph structure by metric learning on trained metapath-based node embeddings. Specifically, for an interested metapath set $P = \{P_1, P_2, ..., P_M\}$ with $M$ metapaths, HGSL uses trained MP2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017) embeddings, denoted as $Z = \{Z_{P_1}, Z_{P_2}, \ldots, Z_{P_M}\} \in \mathbb{R}^{[V \times d]}$, to generate semantic graphs. Since the training process of semantic embeddings is off-line, the computation cost and model complexity is largely reduced. Moreover, thanks to the mechanism of heterogeneous skip-gram, the information of intermediate nodes is well preserved.

After obtaining the semantic embeddings $Z$, for each metapath $P_m$, we generate a candidate semantic subgraph adjacency matrix $S_{r,m}^{MP} \in \mathbb{R}^{[V_{\phi_h(r)}] \times |V_{\phi_i(r)}|}$, where each edge is calculated by:

$$
S_{r,m}^{MP}_{[i,j]} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\Gamma_{r,m}^{MP}(z_i^m, z_j^m) & \Gamma_{r,m}^{MP}(z_i^m, z_j^m) \geq \epsilon^{MP} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right.,
$$

where $z_i^m$ stands for the $i$ th row of $Z_{P_m}$, and $\Gamma_{r,m}^{MP}$ is the metric learning function with parameters $W_{r,m}^{MP}$. We can see that a relation $r$ will generate $M$ candidate semantic subgraphs, so the overall semantic subgraph for relation $r$, denoted as $S_r^{Sem}$, can be obtained by aggregating them:

$$
S_r^{Sem} = \Psi_r^{MP}(S_{r,1}^{MP}, S_{r,2}^{MP}, \ldots, S_{r,M}^{MP}),
$$

where $[S_{r,1}^{MP}, S_{r,2}^{MP}, \ldots, S_{r,M}^{MP}]$ is the stacked matrix of $M$ candidate semantic graphs. $\Psi_r^{MP}$ denotes a channel attention layer whose weight matrix $W_{\Psi_r^{MP}} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1 \times M}$ represents the importance of different metapath-based candidate graphs. After we obtain the aggregated semantic graph $S_r^{Sem}$, the overall generated graph structure $A_r'$ for relation $r$ can be obtained by aggregating the learned feature graph and semantic graph along with the original graph structure:
\[ A'_r = \Psi_r([S^\text{Fea}_r, S^\text{Sem}_r, A_r]), \]  
(10)

where \([S^\text{Fea}_r, S^\text{Sem}_r, A_r] \in \mathbb{R}^{V_{\theta}(r) \times |V_{\theta}(r)| \times 3}\) is the stacked matrix of the candidate graphs. \(\Psi_r\) is the channel attention layer whose weight matrix \(W_{\psi, r} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1 \times 3}\) denotes the importance of candidate graphs in fusing the overall relation subgraph \(A'_r\). With a new relation adjacency matrix \(A'_r\) for each relation \(r\), a new heterogeneous graph structure is generated, i.e. \(A' = \{ A'_r, r \in R \}\).

**Optimization**

In this section, we show how HGSL jointly optimizes the graph structure \(A'\) and the GNN parameters for downstream task. Here we focus on GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017) and node classification. Please note that, with the learned graph structure \(A'\), our model can be applied to other homogeneous or heterogeneous GNN methods and other tasks. A two layer GCN with parameters \(\theta = (W_1, W_2)\) on the learned graph structure \(A'\), can be described as:

\[ f_\theta(X, A') = \text{softmax} \left( \hat{A}\sigma \left( \hat{A}XW_1 \right)W_2 \right), \]  
(11)

where \(X\) is the original node feature matrix, i.e. \(X[i, :] = f'_i\) if the dimensions of all features are identical; otherwise, we use the common feature to construct \(X\), i.e. \(X[i, :] = f''_i\). The adjacency matrix \(A'\) is constructed from the learned heterogeneous graph \(A'\) by considering all nodes as one type. \(\hat{A} = \hat{D}^{-1/2}(A' + I)\hat{D}^{-1/2}\), where \(\hat{D}_{ii} = 1 + \sum_j A'_{ij}\). Thus, the classification loss of GNN, i.e. \(\mathcal{L}_{GNN}\), on the learned graph can be obtained by:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{GNN} = \sum_{v_i \in V_L} \ell(f_\theta(X, A')_i, y_i), \]  
(12)

where \(f_\theta(X, A')_i\) is the predicted label of node \(v_i \in V_L\) and \(\ell(\cdot, \cdot)\) measures the difference between prediction and the true label \(y_i\) such as cross entropy.

Since graph structure learning methods enable the original GNN with stronger ability to fit the downstream task, it would be easier for them to over-fit. Thus, we apply regularization term \(\mathcal{L}_{reg}\) to the learned graph as follows:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{reg} = \alpha \| A' \|_1, \]  
(13)

This term encourages the learned graph to be sparse. The overall loss \(\mathcal{L}\) can be obtained by:

\[ \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_{GNN} + \mathcal{L}_{reg}. \]  
(14)

By minimizing \(\mathcal{L}\), HGSL optimizes heterogeneous graph structure and the GNN parameters \(\theta\) jointly towards better downstream task performance.

**Experiments**

**Datasets**

We employ the following real-world datasets to evaluate our proposed model. The statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 1:

- **DBLP** (Yun et al. 2019): This is a subset of DBLP which contains 4,328 papers (P), 2,957 authors (A), and 20 conferences (C). The authors are divided into four areas: database, data mining, machine learning, and information retrieval. The node features are the terms related to papers, authors and conferences respectively.

- **ACM** (Yun et al. 2019): We use the identical datasets and the experimental setting of GTN’s. This dataset contains 3,025 papers (P), 5,912 authors (A), and 57 conference subjects (S). Papers are labeled according to their conferences. Node features are constructed by the keywords.

- **Yelp** (Lu et al. 2019): The Yelp dataset contains 2,614 businesses (B), 1,286 users (U), 4 services (S), and 9 rating levels (L). The business nodes are labeled by their category. The node features are constructed by the bag-of-words representation of the related keywords.

**Baselines**

We compare HGSL with eleven state-of-the-art embedding methods including four homogeneous graph embedding methods, i.e., DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014), GCN (Kipf and Welling 2017), GAT (Velickovic et al. 2018), and GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017), four heterogeneous graph embedding methods, i.e., MP2Vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017), HAN (Wang et al. 2019b), HeGAN (Hu, Fang, and Shi 2019), and GTN (Yun et al. 2019), and three graph structure learning related methods, i.e. LDS (Franceschi et al. 2019), Pro-GNN (Jin et al. 2020), and Geom-GCN (Pei et al. 2020).

**Experimental Settings**

For all GNN-related models, the number of layers are set as 2 for a fair comparison. The feature dimension in common space \(d_c\) and the embedding dimension \(d\) for all methods are set as 16 and 64 respectively. We choose the popular metapaths adopted in previous methods (Wang et al. 2019b; Dong, Chawla, and Swami 2017; Lu et al. 2019) for metapath based models and report the best result. For our proposed model, we use 2-head cosine similarity function defined in Equation 3, i.e. \(K=2\). We set learning rate and weight decay as 0.01 and 0.0005 respectively. Other hyper-parameters, namely \(\varepsilon^{FS}, \varepsilon^{FP}, \varepsilon^{MP}\), and \(\alpha\), are tuned by grid search. The code and datasets are publicly available on Github\(^1\).

**Node Classification**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of HGSL on node classification task. Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 are selected as the metrics for evaluation. The mean and standard deviation of percentage of the metric values are shown in Table 2, from which we have following observations: (1) With the capability to adaptively learn the heterogeneous graph structure, HGSL consistently outperforms all the baselines. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed model. (2) Graph structure learning methods generally outperform the original GCN since it enables GCN to aggregate feature

\(^1\)https://github.com/Andy-Border/HGSL
from the learned structure. (3) HGGNN methods, i.e. HAN, GTN, and HGSL achieve better performance compared to GNNs since the heterogeneity is addressed. (4) GNN-based methods mostly outperform random walk-based graph embedding methods since the node features are utilized. This phenomenon becomes more obvious when it comes to Yelp dataset, since the node features, i.e. keywords, are helpful in classifying business categories.

**Ablation Study**

In order to verify the effectiveness of different parts of HGSL, we design four variants of HGSL and compare their classification performance against HGSL. The results in terms of Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 are shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b) respectively.

**Effectiveness of Candidate Graphs** HGSL generates new graph structure via fusing three kinds of candidate graphs, i.e., feature similarity graphs, feature propagation graphs, and semantic graphs. To understand their impact, we design three variants by removing each of these type of graphs from HGSL, denoted as HGSL-w/o-FSG, HGSL-w/o-FPG, and HGSL-w/o-SG, respectively. We can observe that HGSL outperforms these variants, indicating that it is necessary to consider all these candidate graphs. Moreover, compared to HGSL, the performance drop of these three variants are different on different datasets, showing that the importance of these candidate graphs differs in different cases and should be carefully balanced.

**Effectiveness of Weight Learning** To evaluate whether HGSL can effectively learn the importance of different graphs, we replace each channel attention layer in HGSL with an average aggregation layer, i.e. the graphs are obtained by averaging all candidate graphs, denoted as HGSL-avg. It is obvious that HGSL outperforms HGSL-avg significantly, which demonstrates the effectiveness of weight learning through channel attention layers. Notably, the performance of HGSL-avg on Yelp drops significantly compared to HGSL. This is because that the node features of Yelp are very important, however, HGSL-avg equally fuses three candidate graphs, where two graphs (the semantic graph and the original graph) are both generated from topology. Therefore, the impact of node features in Yelp is largely weakened, hindering the performance.

**Importance Analysis of Candidate Graphs**

In order to investigate whether HGSL can distinguish the importance of candidate graphs, we analyze the weight distribution of the channel attention layer for fusing each relation subgraphs, i.e. the weights of $\Psi_r$ in Equation 10, on three datasets. We train HGSL 20 times and set all the thresholds of HGSL as 0.2. The attention distributions are shown in Figure 3. As we can observe, for relation sub-
graphs in ACM and DBLP, the original graph structure is the most important structure for GNN-based classification. However, as for Yelp, the channel attention values of different relation subgraphs differ from each other. Specifically, for B-U (business-user) and B-L (business-rating level) relation subgraphs, the feature graphs are assigned with large channel attention value in graph structure learning. This phenomenon implies that the information in node features plays a more important role than that of semantic embeddings which agrees with the previously discussed experiments and further demonstrates the capability of HGSL in adaptively learning a larger channel attention value for more important information.

Parameter Analysis

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the important parameters. The main parameters of HGSL are the similarity thresholds, namely $\varepsilon_{FS}$, $\varepsilon_{FP}$, and $\varepsilon_{MP}$, defined in Equation 2, Equation 4, and Equation 8 respectively. These thresholds control the sparsity of the generated graphs.

For better visualization, we set $\varepsilon_{FS} = \varepsilon_{FP}$ and plot the Macro-F1 value with respect to different $\varepsilon_{FS}$ and $\varepsilon_{MP}$. The results are shown in Figure 4, from which we can observe that: For all datasets, while feature threshold ($\varepsilon_{FS} = \varepsilon_{FP}$) and semantic threshold ($\varepsilon_{MP}$) are set as 1, the performance of HGSL drops sharply. This is because in this case, HGSL utilizes the original graph structure only and the model is degenerated into a vanilla GNN model. The significant performance drop clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of graph structure learning. What’s more, the performance trends for different thresholds differ greatly, which indicates that the importance of features and semantics varies in different graphs and need to be carefully evaluated.

Conclusion

In this paper, we make the first attempt to study heterogeneous graph structure learning for GNNs and propose a framework named HGSL which jointly learns the heterogeneous graph structure and the GNN parameters towards classification objective. Particularly, by utilizing the complex interactions inside heterogeneous graphs, feature similarity graphs, feature propagation graphs and semantic graphs are generated and fused to learn an optimal heterogeneous graph structure for classification. Extensive experiments including node classification, ablation study, and model analysis are conducted, which well demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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